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DUBLIN’SHOTEL
SLOWDOWN

A year ago they were springing up like
daffodils all over Dublin – valuable
commodities in the commercial
property trade. Then, like a dose of
Roundup, the pandemic came

Mark Paul

BusinessAffairsCorrespondent

A

t the beginning of 2020, it felt as
if new hotels were springing out
of the ground in Dublin like daffodils. A long tourism boom had
spurred plans for more than 80 new hotel
proposals that, had they all come to fruition, would have added 18,000 new bedrooms to the city’s existing complement of
23,000.
It was party time again for developers after years of post-crash building stasis during which almost no new hotels were delivered. The State’s tourism authorities
pushed for city planners to give the green
light to more properties to meet demand,
while Dublin’s existing hotel operators
gorged on occupancy rates that were
among the highest in Europe.
But the development rush had become
so frenzied that left-leaning city councillors last September voted to curb new hotel projects in favour of more residential
and cultural spaces. The #nomorehotels
hashtag regularly trended on Irish Twitter.
Despite opposition from some quarters,
the scene was set for the most intense expansion of Dublin’s hotel stock in the city’s
history over the next three or four years.
Then, like a dose of Roundup, the pandemic arrived in February and suddenly the future didn’t seem so bright for daffodils any
more.
Coronavirus has devastated the tourism
industry, and a full recovery isn’t expected
until at least 2023. As a result just one new
hotel has opened in Dublin so far this year
as restrictions continue to throttle the hospitality sector.
With the timing of a gymnast face-planting on to a mat, the Hard Rock Hotel in
Temple Bar opened its doors two days before the first virus case in Ireland was confirmed. It will be joined in coming weeks by
the 160-bed Zanzibar Locke aparthotel,
which will open on Ormond Quay in Dublin, and the 240-bed Beckett Locke beside
the 3 Arena.
But much of the rest of the city’s hotel
pipeline has slowed to a trickle. Of the
roughly 3,000 new hotel bedrooms that
were expected to be built this year, only
about 500 will be delivered. Next year’s
pre-pandemic estimate of about 5,000
new rooms is expected to drop by up to 40
per cent, as completion dates are pushed
out.
Property agency Cushman & Wakefield
this week mused that many planned new
hotel developments were now “unfeasible” and some developers were “examining other options” for their sites. Could the
#nomorehotels opponents of lopsided development end up with a victory, however
hollow, by default?
“Developers can’t just build empty hotels for the craic,” says developer Johnny
Ronan, who is in a battle with planners
who have refused him permission to strip
the hotel component out of the 23-storey
Aqua Vetro mixed-use tower he is building
across the river from Liberty Hall.
He wants to replace it with more offices,
but council planners fear that will make
the area feel dead at night. Ronan’s appeal
to An Bord Pleanála includes a note from
consultants who say the hotel is no longer
viable due to the pandemic.
“We had a deal done with an operator to
take on the hotel, but after the virus the
agreement fell out of bed. It’s that simple,”
says Ronan. “We can’t build new hotels if
there is no demand for them. Who will
take them on as tenants and who would
fund them? It’s wishful thinking trying to
build empty hotels.”
Arresteddevelopment
Isobel Horan, a divisional director with
Cushman & Wakefield, told a Bank of Ireland webinar this week that close to 2,000
planned hotel rooms have already been
“deferred” by developers, although she
stresses that many big international hotel
brands remain interested in Irish sites
over the medium term. As the slowdown
bites, the number of deferrals is expected
to grow.
Horan estimated that the value of economy hotels, which have fared least poorly in
the wasteland created by the virus, has fallen by 15-20 per cent while higher-end Dublin hotels are worth up to 30 per cent less
than they were before the pandemic.
She says her estimates should be viewed
with a caveat, as nobody truly knows the
value of hotels when so few are being traded. But the numbers look plausible in the
context of further figures presented at the
webinar by Sarah Duignan of research
firm STR. Duignan says Dublin hotels
have been clobbered, with a 72.4 per cent
drop in revenues per room this year, while
occupancy since the summer has floated
between 10 and 20 per cent. It is truly grim
out there.
“We’re talking to plenty of big brands
that still see opportunities in Ireland,” said
Horan. “But it is true that we are also having early-stage talks with some hotel developers who are exploring other options for
their sites. Offices and apartment blocks
look to be the most stable alternatives.”
There is a belief within the trade that
most hotel projects that have yet to break
ground, even if they have planning permission, are unlikely to be built. Ronan’s Aqua
Vetro case is the highest-profile, but city
planners are believed also to have been approached by the developers of two or three
other major hotel projects to discuss putting in fresh planning applications for residential schemes instead.
Richard Shakespeare, assistant chief ex-

development to be just about the market,
you allow the wipeout of culture. If everything is development led, and for turning a
profit, then it is easy to see why hotels were
shooting up everywhere. There is no
long-term plan for culture, such as clubbing.”
Even though the pandemic has flattened the tourism industry and choked off
much of the hotel development pipeline,
Horan’s #nomorehotels endeavour will
continue. Its organisers have produced a
mini documentary on the issue that is due
to be launched in January.
In the meantime, criticism continues
about plans to serve the tourism industry,
even if it is at the expense of the arts.
A fresh campaign is brewing against an
attempt to convert the house from James
Joyce’s The Dead on Dublin’s quays into a
tourist hostel. Author Colm Tóibín and
Joycean scholar John McCourt are prominent in that effort, which has gone to an appeal. The vagaries of the depressed tourism market may, however, have as much influence over the outcome than the campaign.
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Dublin hotels forecast: slowly returning in 2021
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ecutive of Dublin City Council, says many
developers are “waiting to see how the
market reacts” to the hoped-for end to the
pandemic next year. If tourism comes
back quickly, they may start building hotels again, he suggests.
“The pandemic will have delayed many
projects by at least 12-18 months as developers wait and see. As for those that have
already commenced construction to some
degree, it is my view that they will complete as hotels, in the overwhelming majority of cases,” says Shakespeare.
This view would seem to be borne out in
some rather old-school research conducted by Tom Barrett, the director of hotel
and leisure at Savills. In March he jumped
on his bike during the first lockdown,
when all construction was halted, and
toured the city’s hotel building sites.
About 5,000 Dublin hotel rooms are believed to be at various stages of construction from the ground up.
“I did the tour again recently, and many

of those hotels that I noticed had broken
ground early in the year are now up to the
third floor,” says Barrett. “So they’re going
ahead. But of the ones that had been scheduled to start construction towards the end
of this year, very few of those have done anything.”
For example, while enabling works
have been completed for a proposed new
hotel at Portobello in Dublin 8, Barrett observed on his cycling tour that nothing else
seemed to have happened on the site.
Shelvedextensions
It isn’t just new hotels being affected.
Many extensions to older hotels have also
been shelved.
“It all comes down to funding,” says
John Ryan, head of licensing and hospitality at agents Bagnall Doyle MacMahon.
“You can have planning, but if the funders
get cold feet, what can you build? Many of
the hotel projects that are still in the planning process simply won’t get funding be-

cause a hotel may no longer be the best use
of the site. The major banks will tell you
that they’re still lending to the sector,
but that is more to shore up existing operators. For brand new projects, not a
chance.”
The pre-pandemic opponents of unbridled hotel development in the city,
which they believe was carried out
while the need for housing and cultural
spaces was neglected, were jolted into
voice by a seemingly incessant flow of planning decisions. Barrett, however, suggests
many of those hotels would not have been
built, “pandemic or not”, as the total of
18,000 new rooms was too high for Dublin
to absorb.
Figures supplied by Savills show that
just four new hotel openings accounted for
the bulk of new rooms delivered in Dublin
in 2018, while there were eight such new
hotels in the city in 2019. It is possible that
the blizzard of permission decisions may
have given the impression that more hotels were being built than was the case.
Barrett agrees that new hotels, which authorities said were needed before the pandemic to cope with the surge in tourism,
got a “bad rap” and ended up being blamed
for unrelated planning shortcomings such
as a lack of affordable housing or cultural
venues. The anger appeared to peak last
year over the closure of popular street
art-themed pub the Bernard Shaw, which
was due to be replaced by a hotel.
Andrea Horan, co-presenter of the United Ireland podcast and who also runs
quirky city nailbar Tropical Popical, was
prominent among those calling for
#nomorehotels. Along with her business
partner Dave Byrne, they turned the
hashtag into a club night in Wigwam.
Guest DJs included street artist Maser and
Green Party councillor and now Dublin
lord mayor Hazel Chu.
Clubbing is culture, Horan says, and the
council should be as actively involved in trying to encourage the building of cultural
spaces as it has been in facilitating new hotels: “What we were engaged in was never
a pushback against hotels.”
But isn’t a campaign called
#nomorehotels bound to be perceived as
precisely that? No, Horan argues. She says
it “was never a campaign; #nomorehotels
was a statement” that was meant to highlight how the council had lost sight of the
real things that make a city live and
breathe along with its residents.
“Tourism is an important industry,” she
says. “But it was beginning to become a
monoculture. We were never trying to say
that we hated hotels. But if you allow all

‘‘
We can’t
build new
hotels if
there is no
demand for
them. Who
will take
them on as
tenants and
who would
fund them?
It’s wishful
thinking
trying to
build empty
hotels.
– Johnny
Ronan

Anawfulhammering
Three new city hotel projects that are going ahead are those planned by Dalata, the
country’s largest hotel operator and leader of the Dublin market. According to
its chief executive, Pat McCann, its
hotel, The Samuel – part of Ronan’s
almost-complete Salesforce development in the north docklands –
will open next year.
Dalata’s revamp of the former
Tara Towers hotel on Merrion Road
is on track for 2022, while it hopes to
open across the road from Croke Park
in 2023.
“You did have this rush of hotel planning applications out there. But many of
those proposals will move on to different
projects, be it residential or something
else,” says McCann. “Dublin had been doing very well and people thought the market must be easy. It isn’t. In a normal cycle,
you’d find that a rush of development like
that would make a lot of the existing weaker hotels fall away anyway.”
A glut of new hotel projects right as the
pandemic depresses demand for bednights raises the question of whether some
of the buildings may be erected anyway,
and then later repurposed for alternative
use as apartments or offices in acts of elaborate development upcycling. Barrett believes this is unlikely due to the costs and
the need to approach the council for
change-of-use permission anyway. It is better to just scrap a superfluous hotel project
before construction, and redesign it properly and get full planning for its intended
use.
“The hotels that are being built will operate as hotels. It is not just a planning issue,
but also the cost of conversion, the actual
suitability of the building and the location.
In [the crash of] 2009, people thought a lot
of the then-new hotels would be converted
into alternative use. But that only happened in about 1 per cent of cases,” says
Barrett.
Even as some of the new proposals fall
away, such as the hotel at Ronan’s Aqua Vetro tower on the south quays, the show
goes on for those that are nearing completion.
McCann’s soon-to-be-landlord at The
Samuel is happy with the partnership and
insists the hotel will be a success, despite
the tourism collapse that has injected uncertainty into other projects.
“Dalata are happy with The Samuel, and
it will be ready in June,” says Ronan. “But
hotels in general are after taking an awful
hammering. For the moment, I can’t see
many new projects getting through. Maybe with this vaccine, we might see a different world in six months. But I think this is
going to take time.”

■ Dave Byrne and

Andrea Horan –
backers of the
#nomorehotels
campaign –
pictured in St
Andrew’s Lane in
Dublin where the a
new hotel has
been built on the
site of the old
Andrews Lane
Theatre.
PHOTOGRAPH: LAURA
HUTTON
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Wild Geese Kate Synnott, make-up artist California

A red-carpet rise that
couldn’t be made up
Barbara
McCarthy
Malahide make-up
artist ’s career
has landed her
in Hollywood
From working with London’s
fashion elite to Hollywood’s
A-list celebrities, Kate Synnott
had her sights set high from
the beginning.
The Malahide native
kick-started her career in beauty at the age of 17. She got her
first job as a make-up artist before finishing school in 2006.
“I worked with Paula Callan at
Brown Sugar hair and
make-up. I’d do make-up in
the store three days a week
and then spend the rest of the
week on fashion shoots, red
carpets, doing editorial and
weddings,” Synnott says.
After two years, her beauty
portfolio was growing but she
and her now husband wanted
to see the world. “We spent a
year in Africa where we
climbed Mount Kilimanjaro,
then we spent another year in
Australia, travelling and working on a farm. It was an amazing experience and gave me
the desire for embarking on a
life outside Ireland.”
In 2010, the couple decided
to move to London. “In Dublin, I had a great portfolio but
when I got to London, I had to
start afresh. The style in Ireland was big and bold. Hair
and make-up was inspired by
the Kardashians. In London,
the look was much more pared
back.”
Synnott found London a
tough city to break into.
“There’s so much competition
and talent. I remember thinking my dreams were so out of
reach, I was contemplating
coming home.”
But a job in retail at the Charlotte Tilbury make-up and skincare brand changed her fortunes. “I was asked to be one of
Tilbury’s personal assistants.
She was just turning her brand
into an empire and I was part
of it. The shoots we did were

Kate Synnott

high pressure, working with
the likes of Mario Testino and
Kate Moss. It was the most
amazing experience. Everyone was so professional and
hard-working.
“You really push yourself. I
taught myself to make a mistake once, then learn from it,
but don’t make it twice.”
After five years building a career there to become national
lead artist for the Charlotte Tilbury line, Synnott and her husband decided to start a life in
Los Angeles. “It was a difficult
decision as it meant starting
from the beginning yet again,
but my family were very encouraging and wanted us to
spread our wings.”
In 2015, when she arrived in
Los Angeles, Synnott had
work lined up with Charlotte
Tilbury, but her client list soon
grew exponentially.
It includes Kate Bosworth,
Rosie Huntington-Whiteley,
Nicole Kidman, Cara Delevingne, Emma Stone and Ashley

‘‘

My family
were very
encouraging and
wanted us to
spread our wings
Graham, among others. Her
work has featured on the covers of Hollywood Reporter,
Bella magazine and Vogue UK
while she has worked with top
designers such as Jimmy
Choo, Christian Dior, Calvin
Klein and Armani.
Synnott works freelance
and is on the books with the
Wall Group management company, which has offices in New
York, Los Angeles, London
and Paris.
Workingday
A working day used to include
red-carpet make-up for the Oscars, flying to Cannes for the
film festival or to Milan, Paris,
New York and London for fashion weeks.
“I do press and lots of
red-carpet stuff but it varies.
In Cannes, lots of events take
place during the day, so you’d
have a different look than for
night-time events.” Synnott
would be in a hotel suite close

to the red carpet to ensure her
clients’ looks were as fresh as
possible.
The start of 2020 was busy,
she says, but the beauty industry has suffered the effects of
Covid-19 more than most.
“Work stopped in March.
Not only did red carpets and
fashion shoots end but beauty
in general wasn’t on top of people’s agenda. Luckily, I had
just had a baby, so I got to
spend precious time with my
son, which was priceless.”
Work has picked up, however, and Synnott is now working
at about 20 per cent capacity.
“By the looks of things, the big
events will be taking place behind closed doors in 2021 too,
so I’ll have to branch out.”
California has just imposed
stricter lockdown restrictions
in response to a fresh wave of
the coronavirus, but Synnott
says it’s bad everywhere.
“When you look at the news,
you think the US is the worst
place in the world but it’s great
here. We have the sea, the
mountains and it’s such a big
place. Cases are high but there
are so many people living here
and it really depends on where
you are. California is huge.
“On the downside, they just
closed outdoor dining here, so
I do feel for staff at restaurants. People being out of
work for so long here is awful.
The queues for food banks are
miles long. The effects the lockdowns have on people in various businesses is devastating.”
Synnott gets tested for Covid-19 regularly. “I get tested
around two to three times a
week. When I come home at
Christmas I will get tested
here, then get tested when I
land with my family in Dublin,
then go into quarantine and
then get tested again after five
days. It’s a lot of hassle but it’s
so worth it,” she says.
“Seeing my family again will
be amazing. That’s all it’s
about really. Christmas in Ireland is special.”
Synnott says no one quite
knows what 2021 will bring
but things are certain to look
up. “Once we get back to the
US there will be new adventures and new opportunities.
You just need to be flexible
and adapt. I’m positive for the
future here.”

‘‘

Work stopped in
March. Not only
did red carpets
and fashion
shoots end but
beauty in general
wasn’t on top of
people’s agenda.
Luckily, I had just
had a baby, so I
got to spend
precious time
with my son,
which was
priceless

National
Minimum Wage
Increase
From January 1st 2021, the National
Minimum Wage will increase by 10c
to €10.20 per hour.
LEARN MORE

Go to www.gov.ie/minimumwage
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Caveat

Not even Covid-19 could squash
our enthusiasm for shopping

I

f ever there is a nuclear
attack, two species are
odds on to survive the
fallout: cockroaches and
Irish consumers. Both are
stamped on, abused and
occasionally scorned by their
many detractors, who simply
don’t like the look of them even
though they’re basically
harmless. Sometimes they
may even go into hiding if it all
gets too much to bear. But they
always scurry back, seemingly
unscathed.
Considering the year that
they’ve had – hit by a plague
and a dystopian upending of
the old economic order –
consumers ought to be cowering under their duvets, reading
old shopping catalogues by

torchlight, clutching credit
cards, then sobbing themselves to sleep to a lullaby of
store jingles.
Yet, there they are on course
to spend almost as much this
Christmas as last year and with
consumer sentiment back up
to where it was in March.
Irish shoppers are not
illogical. KBC’s consumer
sentiment index this week
acknowledges that consumer
conditions this month would
be “mixed not marvellous”.
But Irish consumers’ Chumbawumba-like ability to get up
again in reach of some semblance of normality, in even
the most hostile of environments, is remarkable and
worthy of note.
Try as we might to deny it,
rampant consumerism has
been a feature of Irish life for
decades. One of the most
surreal things I have known in
business journalism is the
giddy ecumenical service that
was held in 2005 to mark the
official opening of the Dundrum Town Centre.
Okay, it was during the
manic phase of the Celtic
Tiger, when gathering a
Catholic priest, a Methodist
and a Church of Ireland
minister to bless a shopping
centre didn’t seem at all like a
wacky thing to do. But still . . .
“God of Beauty, may we see
in the magnificence of this
centre a reflection of your
beauty, variety, brightness and
colour, may it fill us with
wonder and may it raise our
hearts and spirits to you,” they
prayed, as recounted in a
contemporaneous report by
my Irish Times colleague
Rosita Boland.
Retailtherapy
It sounds a bit psychedelic,
reading that report back.
Shopping, then and now, truly
has become something close to
a national religion. I wouldn’t
be at all surprised if the
sprawling Dundrum centre,
one of the most successful
malls in Europe, outlasts some
of the churches in its vicinity.
I’m neither lauding that
possibility nor decrying it. Its
mere plausibility is, objectively, the interesting part.
We can see with our own
eyes today further evidence
that retail therapy is one of the
most resilient aspects of
modern Irish life. According to
various reports, when the first
lockdown ended in early

‘‘

If the medics ever
get their way and
pubs finally go the
way of the dodo,
we’ll just move all
the sessions to Lidl
and Aldi

summer and Penneys reopened on Dublin’s Mary
Street, people queued around
the block from 4am.
You could write that off as
an anomaly, a once-off collective freakout caused by the
emotional stress of having just
spent eight weeks locked up
with nobody but our laptops to
amuse us. But, again, there
they were at the end of the
second lockdown earlier this
month, queuing around the
block on Mary Street in the
morning darkness, caring not
a whit what anybody thought.
I have a sneaking sense of
respect for it. It’s a bit like
Javier Bardem in No Country
for Old Men. Sheer, indivertible relentlessness. In fairness,
the reports also suggest the
Penneys customers didn’t
begin queuing the second time
around until about 6am, two
hours later than the previous
occasion. But I’m struggling to
figure out whether, in an Irish

context, that is progress or
regress. Perhaps it had
something to do with the
solstice.
Three years ago this month,
the Victoria’s Secret lingerie
shop opened on Dublin’s
Grafton Street, and they
needed security staff outside to
keep the women and girls in
line. According to a report in
this newspaper by Tanya
Sweeney, the crowd started
chanting “VS Dublin! VS
Dublin!” as the staff cut the
ribbon at 10am. It even
attracted a sort of counter
protest from animal rights
campaigners, angry at the
stocking of products tested on
animals, in contrast to a
previous long-standing policy.
There is just something
about shopping that makes
Irish people go a little swivel-eyed. If the medics ever get
their way and pubs finally go
the way of the dodo, we’ll just
move all the sessions to Lidl
and Aldi.
There is statistical evidence
to back up this prejudiced,
anecdotal truthiness. Ibec’s
latest quarterly economic
outlook highlighted how the
predicted ¤4.8 billion of
consumer spending this
December is only a little bit
below where it might have
been if there hadn’t been a
near-existential crisis for
humankind. Recent monthly
data from the digital payments
platform Revolut shows that
consumer spending in the
prior two months actually was
up on previous years.
And here is perhaps the

■ The simple mission of making it to the shops, come what

may, seems to be a very modern Irish way of coping with the
pandemic. PHOTOGRAPH: GARETH CHANEY–/COLLINS

Leah McLoughlin and Lee
Bailey at Penneys in Swords,
Dublin, when it reopened in
June. PHOTOGRAPH: COLLINS DUBLIN
■

most remarkable aspect of the
whole thing: Irish consumers
behave this way even when
they are scared out of their
wits.
Consumer sentiment data
shows that people living in
Ireland were among the most
fearful of the virus at the outset
of the pandemic, consumer
activity briefly plunging in the
spring by 40 per cent, the
second biggest fall in Europe,
before recovering at warp
speed as we realised that the
State was opening its coffers
and this wasn’t going to be
2008/2009 all over again.
Recent research from
Deloitte, meanwhile, shows
Irish consumers were the most
anxious in Europe for an
eight-week stretch in the
run-up to the recent lockdown.
It didn’t stop a feverish
national debate about the
fairness of closing shops when
there is scant evidence they
contribute much to virus
spread, nor did it prevent us
spending like drunken sailors
once we were let out again.
Bravery
To be afraid, yet to persevere
anyway, is supposed to be the
hard-boiled definition of
bravery. You can debate the
merits and the relative bravery
of, say, fearlessly dropping
¤500 on shirts and jeans
versus the genuine bravery
required to battle an illness or
save someone from drowning.
Consumption isn’t literal
bravery. We know that
perfectly well. But, in its own
way, it can demonstrate a form
of individual resilience, a
determination to keep on
keeping on, no matter what
fresh hell lies around the
corner.
In a year turned upside
down by an awful virus, when
the everyday rituals of life were
torn up in ways that we never
imagined possible, the simple
mission of making it to the
shops, come what may, seems
(to me at least) to be a very
modern Irish way of coping.
If nothing else, it is something to smirk stubbornly
about while we wait out the
darkness of winter and the
arrival of the vaccines. Merry
Christmas.
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In Numbers
Rent burden

¤1,443

Average monthly national rent paid in the first
quarter of 2021, according to figures from Daft.ie

¤742

Average monthly national rent recorded during the
post-crash low in late 2011

95%

Percentage gain in average rents in that 10-year
period – a near doubling. Luckily, everybody’s wages
have gone up by the same amount since then, right?
Right? Oh.

Image of the week
Pipe politics

Charlie Chawke: ‘I want to leave
Goatstown a village-type setting’
Mark Paul

BusinessAffairsCorrespondent

Publican’s plan to develop a
near five-acre site beside his
well-known Goat pub has
sparked controversy
It is not unusual at the moment for a publican to be home in the middle of the working day. Bars have been shut for five
months. But that isn’t the only reason why
Charlie Chawke, possibly the nation’s
most famous publican, is resting at his
Blackrock pile on a bright Tuesday afternoon. This year hasn’t been overly kind so
far to the Limerickman, who turns 72 next
month.
“I’ve been in hospital for more than
three months,” says Chawke, quite matter-of-factly, as he sits with his left leg on a
pillow.
In a crime that shocked the country at
the time, he lost most of his right leg when
he was shot in a robbery outside his Goat
Bar & Grill pub in south Dublin in 2003.
Now the other one is giving him trouble, a
complication due to other health matters.
His mobility is restricted for now.
It must be immensely frustrating for a
man who was once so active in his businesses to not be able to get about. Chawke
hides it well, but not perfectly. Three
months in hospital would challenge anyone. It may also help to explain why
Chawke, always such an imposing figure in
the Dublin pub trade, is not terribly enamoured about the idea of having his photograph taken yet again.
Never mind. There are plenty of other
pictures to choose from, and his words –
carefully selected and economical – matter
more.
In the midst of all of his challenges this
year, Chawke in March submitted an application under fast-track residential planning laws to An Bord Pleanála to develop a
near-five acre site beside the Goat, which
is one of nine pubs in the Chawke Group –
seven in Dublin and two in his home town
of Adare.
‘Goats-hattan’
The ¤186 million Goatstown proposal includes 290 apartments, shops, childcare facilities, a 22-bedroom hotel and 475 car
parking spaces. It is bigger than a scheme
for which he was refused planning permission on the same site two decades ago. It
comprises several blocks, some of which
are up to eight storeys high, others half
that. The fast-track system bypasses local
authorities but Chawke says he believed he
would win the support of Dún
Laoghaire-Rathdown council anyway.
Instead, the council has submitted a
70-page report to the board outlining its
“concerns” over the scale of the proposed
development, which it believes would be
“overbearing and incongruous”. Almost
150 submissions on the planning application have been lodged. One local resident
complained that the scheme would turn
the area into “Goats-hattan”.
The board will give its decision next
month. Chawke hopes to get the green

light, but his eagerness to sprinkle the conversation with conciliation towards the objectors suggests he knows the issue may be
finely balanced.
“Goatstown is very special to me,” he
says. The Goat, which he acquired in 1982,
was the third pub he bought but it was also
the foundation stone for all of his later success. It funded everything, including his
other pub purchases and his splendid Victorian villa, with its statues and verdant
gardens.
“I think the development is a beautiful
design. There are eight storeys in it. But
that’s still beautiful because you’re looking
on the Dublin mountains and on Dublin
Bay. It’s four storeys in other parts. The
eight-storeys are in the middle of the site,
furthest away from any local houses,” he
says.
Some of the local objections emerged after a Zoom call about the proposed development hosted by local Fine Gael councillors. Nobody asked a representative of
Chawke to attend to answer questions, although he found out what was said anyway. Chawke can be softly spoken but also
hard-nosed when in full fettle. He appears
a little wounded by the scale of opposition
to his proposal.
“I was hurt by some of the things the objectors had in the paper. All I ever wanted

‘‘

Please God, in the middle of
June I will have planning.
Whatever amendments
they’d like me to make,
we’ll have to look at it ... but
I think that what we have
now is the right one

to do with Goatstown was to give it an entity. It was nothing, only a crossroads, when
I went there. But I wanted to leave it with a
village-type setting. I hope the people who
objected to it read the plan and saw the design.”
Chawke insists he is building it “for the
locals”, although it would, of course, benefit him, too. He recalls that he was always
happy to give jobs to the sons and daughters of local residents if they asked him,
and that will “always be the case”.
“Please God, in the middle of June I will
have planning. Whatever amendments
they’d like me to make, we’ll have to look at
it then and see if we can come up with the
right design. But I think that what we have
now is the right one.”
As he makes the case for the development in his sun room, with the bright light
streaming in on his face and his injured
leg, Chawke talks repeatedly about wanting to leave a “legacy” in Goatstown. His
eldest son, David, sits quietly on the couch
opposite him while he speaks.
The younger Chawke casts an occasional pensive glance towards his father, a man
whose businesses turned over ¤30 million
before the pandemic; who once co-owned
a Premier League football club in Sunderland; who started as a barman at the age of
16 and subsequently scaled the heights of
the trade. A man who once figured in a tribunal report after contributing to Bertie
Ahern’s “dig-out”, and who then facetiously named a horse Forpadydeplasterer after another tribunal character. And a man

who almost lost his life in 2003 when he
was confronted by an armed robber with a
shotgun. David was at the scene that day.
“I want to leave a... a legacy behind me,”
says Chawke. Later, he adds: “I want my
children to run it [the group] when I’m
dead, and my grandchildren. That’s what I
want. There’s good living there for whoever has it. They can educate their children
and have a nice life.” Later still, Chawke
jokes that he will sign over all his pubs to
his five children because “I can’t take them
with me”.
I joke back that he’ll surely be around
for a long time yet to come. And he will. But
there is a definite tone of retrospection to
Chawke’s demeanour as he rakes over the
coals of his career, the key moments and
decisions that brought him from his father’s pub in Adare to become the owner of
some of the best-known hostelries in the
capital.
Packedin
His father, Bill Chawke, packed in farming
to open a pub bearing his name in the picturesque Limerick village in 1959. His six
children “were reared in it”, says Chawke,
who left for a job in Davy Byrnes on
Grafton Street not long after his Inter Cert
(since replaced by the Junior Cert). He
bought his first pub, McGoverns in Wexford Street, at the age of 21. His second was
the Bridge House in Dolphin’s Barn (“the
men in it were good pint drinkers”). He
sold it after almost eight years to fund the
purchase of the Goat.
After that, he picked up the Dropping
Well in Milltown, another landmark Dublin pub. He also acquired the Oval in Middle Abbey Street and the Lord Lucan (both
in partnership with the late Fianna Fáil
senator Eddie Bohan). The Chawke group
also includes his father’s eponymous pub
and another in Adare called Aunty Lena’s.
There is also Searsons on Baggot Street,
the only one that he leases, and the Bank
Bar and Restaurant on Dame Street,
which is now majority-owned by David and
not his father.
Then there is Chawke’s involvement in
the most expensive Irish pub deal of all
time. He paid ¤22 million in 2005 for the
Old Orchard Inn, on a two-acre site in Rathfarnham. When the tide went out on the
economy two years later, the debt overhang from the Orchard deal put Chawke in
real trouble, but he worked through it. “I
don’t regret buying the Orchard, only how
much I paid for it,” he says.
Leaving aside the Oval and the Lord Lucan, which both appear to now be
co-owned with auctioneer Eddie Bohan
jnr (Bohan senior died in 2019), the rest of
the Dublin pubs are each run by one of
Chawke’s five children. David has the
Bank, Alison runs the Orchard, Jenny the
Goat, Liza the Dropping Well, and his
youngest son Bill is involved with Searsons. Bill also operates a pizza delivery
company, Fired Up Pizza, from the Goat.
“They have a pub each. Keep them away
from one another. That has been my theory all along. Keep them away from each other because there is bound to be rows.”
He is joking again, of course. But he
might be right, too.
Chawke’s children all have ownership
stakes in Milltown Inns, the company that
owns the Dropping Well, the Orchard and
Aunty Lena’s. Charjon Investments,
which owns the Goat and which has applied for planning permission for the adjacent development, is owned 50/50 between Chawke and his wife Bernice.
Until the pandemic came along,
Chawke’s pubs were doing very well. Charjon had accumulated profits of ¤2.3 mil-
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lion in 2019, while Milltown Inns had sales
of ¤10.1 million and accumulated profits
of almost ¤5 million. Searsons had accumulated profits of ¤2.5 million. Another
Chawke company, Pembridge SF, appears
to own residential property investments in
Goatstown, Lucan, Dublin 4 and Dublin 2.
Milltown Inns still has debts of more
than ¤20 million, a hangover from the Orchard deal. But the pub life has still been
good to Chawke, whose group employed
more than 350 staff until the pandemic hit.
It has also been good to his family – there is
a jetski in the garden, hiding between the
statues.
Chawke says he misses being around
the pubs and plans to be in the Goat for reopening on June 7th. “If I get my leg right,
I’ll be back there like a flash.”
Sunderland
A self-confessed sports fanatic, he joined
the Drumaville consortium that bought
Sunderland football club in 2006 when he
was asked by his friend, former Ireland
striker Niall Quinn. After hiring Roy
Keane as manager and winning promotion
to the Premier League, they sold it to US
billionaire Ellis Short in 2009. Months later, Chawke tried to assemble another Irish
consortium to buy Sunderland’s arch rival,
Newcastle United. But it was never going
to happen in the midst of the crash.
“That was just a fantasy of mine. Louis
[Fitzgerald, the publican] was there and
one or two others would have loved to have
gotten involved. All we needed was a Mr
Moneybags. I tried all I could to get different wealthy people in this country involved. But nobody was up for it.”
A Saudi Arabian consortium tried to
buy the club for £300 million last year.
“We could have bought it for 50-odd million pounds that time, and made a few quid
on it.”
Investing in football was fun, but pubs
are what Chawke knows best. He says the
Bernard McNamara-led consortium that
bought Superquinn in 2005 offered him
¤60 million for the Goat and its adjacent
five acres, but he refused. Does he regret
saying no?
“Regret it? I don’t think so. What would
I do with it, the money? I’d pay the bank
back and I’d pay off Revenue what I owe
them. What would be left then? I’d have no
Goat. I want to hold onto everything,” he
says.
Chawke says he wants to develop the
contentious Goat scheme himself, but he
also hints he could be prepared to team up
with a development partner if he gets planning permission. If he doesn’t get planning, he says he will “go again”.
“We’re on the development trail now
and we have to see it through, before the
good Lord calls me.”
Then he laughs again. Chawke might
not be at full strength these days. But he
still has a glint in his eye.

That was just a fantasy of mine [to buy
Newcastle United]. Louis [Fitzgerald, the
publican] was there and one or two others
would have loved to have gotten involved. All
we needed was a Mr Moneybags. I tried all I
could to get different wealthy people in this
country involved. But nobody was up for it

At the Colonial Pipeline Houston Station facility in
Pasadena, east of Houston, Texas, there’s no trespassing, no tailgating, no smoking, no removing federal
signs. The one they forgot was “no hacking”. An
international incident has arisen since the biggest US
gasoline pipeline was forced to shut down the Friday
before last after hackers stole large volumes of data,
locked computers with ransomware then demanded
payment. With outages continuing into this week and
petrol prices surging, US president Joe Biden was
moved to say Russia had “some responsibility” to
address the cybersecurity attack and that “there’s
evidence” the hackers or the software they used were
“in Russia”. The FBI has pointed the finger at ransomware made by a group known as DarkSide, though
this group has responded by insisting it is “apolitical”
and suggesting one of its customers was involved,
while Russia has also denied all knowledge.

Getting to know
Sally Buzbee
Sally Buzbee is the new executive editor of the
Washington Post, succeeding the retiring (sort of)
Marty Baron. Buzbee, who was most recently the New
York-based top editor at news wire Association Press
(AP), is the first Post editor to be appointed under the
ownership of some
guy called Jeff
Bezos, who in 2013
swooped on the
title previously
owned by the
Graham family,
months after Baron
had begun his stint.
Buzbee – said by the
Post’s publisher to
be “widely admired
for her absolute
integrity, boundless energy and
dedication to the
essential role
journalism plays in
safeguarding our
democracy” – had
an interview with Bezos before the announcement
was made. “Every indication I’ve gotten, everything
I’ve seen, is that he believes in the importance of an
independent newsroom,” she said. Baron, meanwhile, is writing a book on Trump, Bezos and the
newspaper.

The list
Throwing shade
In honour of US private equity firm Ares selling posh
paint company Farrow & Ball to Danish coatings
manufacturer Hempel in a £500 million (¤581
million) deal, here are some of its famously out-there
shade names.

1

Mole’s Breath
This “moody” grey will create a “fabulously sullen
yet warm room”. Look, no one ever said interior
décor was simple.

2

Mouse’s
Back
A grey-brown
perfect for
anyone who
wants to
bring that
field mouse
vibe into
their homes
and spread it
all over their
walls.

3

Dead Salmon
The name refers to
the “dead” or flat finish of an aged pink from 1805, but
let’s picture some poor deceased fish anyway.

4

Ointment Pink
This “archive” shade’s calling card is that it’s
warmer and brighter than Dead Salmon, just like that
ointment you bought in Boots to sort out your weeping sores.

5

Fake Tan
You have to hand it to a paint manufacturer with
the confidence to name a shade after a product
famous for streaking.

